Vbrick® Rev® Extends Cisco Meeting Server

Rev is Cisco’s Enterprise Content Management Solution to Manage Cisco Meeting Server Recordings and Live Stream Meetings to Global Audiences

Rev offers Cisco Meeting Server (CMS) customers a seamless solution for extending the value of their CMS investment. Rev provides the enterprise content management that adds easy video management to CMS recordings including tools for metadata and speech search, access control, content expiration, efficient video playback and caching, speech to text transcription services, online video editing and much more.

Additionally, Rev extends the value of CMS by live streaming CMS co-spaces to global audiences. Rev’s live streaming integration from co-spaces allows users to host broadcasts from any CMS-compatible Cisco TelePresence endpoint. This allows users to host broadcasts with multiple presenters in multiple locations. Live streaming directly via Rev’s integration allows CMS to be the video source for live streaming events for hundreds to thousands of simultaneous participants on a global scale.

REV EXTENDS CISCO MEETING SERVER BY:

- Ingesting meeting recordings to share, permission, organize, transcribe, and edit
- Live streaming to large audiences by ingesting and distributing live video streams from CMS co-spaces
- Hosting live internal webcasts or external webinars with presenters in multiple locations
- Converting TelePresence endpoints into broadcast studios for streaming and recording using ≠ as the user interface to share video and content